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  ASD|SKY - White Provisions - Atlanta, GA
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SECTION II:
PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT VISION AND PROGRAM

Provide a description of the proposed project that includes:

a. A conceptual site plan, square feet of key commercial components, unit counts for and residential 
products;

Please review our proposed development vision and program on the following pages.

b. I l lustrations and estimated price ranges for commercial and any residential units included to be offered 
including photographs, renderings or floor plans as applicable;

At this point in time exact floor plans have yet to be determined for the residential units. The units will range in 
size from one to three bedrooms, but their exact floor plans will be developed at a later date.

Please review our proposed development vision and program on the following pages.

  CASTO - Winter Park Village - Winter Park, FL
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PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT VISION 
AND PROGRAM PRESENTATION
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EAST OF CANTON: 
INTRODUCTION

Few places are as fiercely proud of their historic legacy as Roswell. A 
visit to downtown Roswell is characterized by the enjoyment of the 
eclectic mix of restaurants in historic buildings along Canton Street 
and delighting on the visual richness of the surrounding historic 
neighborhood. On weekends, and especially during evening hours, 
downtown Roswell comes alive. Residents and visitors enjoy the 
many outdoor dining establishments or leisurely stroll along historic 
retail storefronts. 

Despite its popularity, one typically does not think of Downtown 
Roswell as a place where people spend their daytime work hours, or 
as a place that would attract emerging new enterprises looking for 
an alternative to the suburban of fice park. Our vision aims to change 
this condition by creating a "full day" community where users can 
work, shop and reside within the new mixed-use neighborhood. Office 
workers would enjoy a new kind of creative work environment, 
take advantage of the many daytime amenities available nearby and 
provide a welcome influx of new daytime customers to the district's 
businesses.

In addition to the of fice component, the development recognizes 
that the majority of the US population now want to live in walkable 
and maintenance free housing. The residential we are proposing will 
deliver luxury flats with covered parking and Class A amenities.  It's 
projected that many of the residents will be long time members of 
the Roswell community.

And lastly, our retail will include a small grocer, not only a need in 
Downtown Roswell, but a place visited weekly/daily by people living 
and working in the immediate area.
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APPROACH

We believe our vision is the clear choice for the Southern Skillet site. 
It combines locally driven design with a strategic implementation 
that will set the tone for the regeneration of downtown Roswell.  The 
following are the key features of our approach.  

CONTEXT DRIVEN NOT MASS MARKET DRIVEN
A development responding to its unique setting, adjacencies, 
topography and local market demand.

COMPLEMENTS CANTON STREET
Our retail component addresses a current void in downtown 
Roswell: a grocery store, service-based retail, and fast-casual food 
and beverage of ferings.  Retail tenants will be carefully curated to 
complement the retail and dining on Canton St. instead of competing 
with it.  

NON-AGE RESTRICTIVE
Residential component is envisioned as all-inclusive residential 
environment where empty nesters, millennials and young 
professionals coexist. Our plan provides a mix of units ranging from 
comfortable 1 bedroom units to spacious 2-3 bedroom units to 
promote a diverse mix of residents.  

FLEXIBLE
While our proposal portrays a specific solution, we feel the plan 
should and will evolve based on market, city and citizen input. We 
are committed to integrating community input into the design and 
implementation of our project. 

EXPEDIENCY
Our concept is designed to avoid hurdles that can be caused by third-
party involvement. The concept is not dependent upon purchase of 
adjacent parcels, DOT approvals, or major city street improvements. 
It can also easily accommodate a phased approach for the grocery 
store portion of the project if Family Dollar lease buy-out is not 
possible at this time. 

VARIETY
Our proposal encourages the emergence of variety and diversity, 
which is a trademark of Roswell's historic district. Our redevelopment 
of the Southern Skillet site will set the tone and promote the future 
redevelopment of adjacent parcels, rather than develop a much 
larger assemblage at once.  This approach will encourage organic 
growth by allowing other parties to develop adjacent parcels in 
distinct ways, and would avoid the mass produced, superblock feel 
typical of large projects.  With this approach, the project would not 
overwhelm the downtown district but rather, be an integral part of it.

  ASD|SKY - Concourse - Courtyard - Atlanta, GA

  ASD|SKY - Facade Concept Drawings

  ASD|SKY - Storico Fresco Market - Atlanta, GA

  ASD|SKY - MailChimp Loft Office - Atlanta, GA
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IMPLEMENTATION

PRECEDENT
Early on we recognized the impact of a higher density on the 
existing site and investigated historic precedents addressing this 
issue. In our view, and consistent with Roswell's history, we saw 
the mixture of structures and uses typical of mills, workshop 
and foundry complexes at the turn of the century as a source of 
inspiration. The simple, functional structures maximized interior 
usability and provided us with a blueprint for a  development of 
larger multiple buildings in a manner compatible with the historic 
character of the district.
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IMPLEMENTATION

MATERIAL PALETTE:
Like many of the older mill complexes, we propose a carefully 
composed mixture of traditional and economical materials including 
brick, cement plaster, board and batten siding and metal in order 
to add variety, accentuate key elements and avoid monotony.
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IMPLEMENTATION

PROJECT OVERVIEW
Downtown Roswell is at a crucial point in its urban development.  East of Canton envisions a project that will bridge the gap between 
Canton St. and City Walk, and eventually City Green, setting the precedent for architecturally rich, walkable new urban development 
within the downtown Roswell. 

 A 3 story mixed use office and retail building forms the Alpharetta St. presence for the project.  A faceted facade adds interest to the 
building's massing and street level arcade provides a sheltered thoroughfare for pedestrians.  An open-air gallery, conceived as a central 
amenity space, cuts through the center of the building at street level. 

The main vehicular entrance to the site is located on the north portion of the site and provides access to street level parking for the 
office and grocery buildings, as well as the structured parking deck.  The centrally located parking deck serves grocery, retail and office 
users and is wrapped by the residential building to the west, south and east, and by the grocery building on the north.  A water tower 
at the northwest corner of the deck marks the entrance to the structure.
The north end of the site is anchored by the grocery building which features a gabled roof and a fully glazed wall, reminiscent of 
municipal market sheds.

The south edge incorporates an internal connector street from Alpharetta St. to Fraser St.  providing access to the adjacent south 
parcels, parking deck and across to Fraser St.

The East edge of the site along Fraser St. has a more relaxed character and is lined by 4 story residential buildings.

PROJECT STATISTICS
Market/grocer: ± 20,000 SF, Residential: 128 units, Office: ± 30,000 SF, Retail: ± 8,000 SF

LEGEND: 1. Market/Grocer, 2. Residential, 3. Office/Retail, 4. Parking Deck, 5. Gallery, 6. Courtyard

1

2

2
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4
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3 2

2
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IMPLEMENTATION

EDGES
East of Canton capitalizes on the site's two distinct personalities: the high activity and visibility along Alpharetta Street; and the relaxed, 
less visible Fraser Street.
 
ALPHARETTA STREET EDGE
A market grocer anchors the north end along Alpharetta Street allowing convenient customer access, street visibility and service. The 
south end is anchored by smaller retail at street level and of fice space above.

A new alley behind the of fice building provides convenient parking for retail tenants as well as for residential amenities such as dog 
grooming, fitness-yoga studio, and dry clean drop-of f located on the West edge of the residential building.

A richly detailed streetscape, arcade and storefronts house complementary uses such as retail and services, while 2 or 3 food and 
beverage facilities will be purveyed in great imaginative interior spaces, providing the necessary ingredients to energize the street edge 
along Alpharetta St. 

The loft-style of fices spaces located above the retail level would be ideally suited for medical, professional service and creative firms 
seeking to locate to a mixed use, walk able neighborhood. The space features large areas of glass and tall ceilings.

View from North end

View from South end
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IMPLEMENTATION

FRASER STREET EDGE
The less visible Fraser St frontage becomes a residential edge. A series of connected residential buildings line the edge and are built of 
dif ferent materials common in mill complexes at the turn of the century (brick, stucco, wood siding). In the larger urban context , we see 
this street only having commercial uses at its northernmost intersection with Alpharetta St and farther south at the intersection with 
Norcross.

CONNECTIVITY
Connectivity is integral to the success of the East of Canton.  A private street along the site's southern edge encourages pedestrian and 
vehicular connectivity to Fraser St. and to the parcels to the south of the site, while also providing quick and convenient parking and 
access to the parking structure.

PARKING
A centrally located 3.5 story wrapped parking structure accommodates approximately 350 cars and is accessed both from Alpharetta 
St. and Fraser St as well as the new South Drive. The site's sloped topography and the surrounding buildings minimize the structure's 
mass and shield it from the public streets. The basement level of parking extends under a portion of the residential building and allows 
access from South Drive. A water tower element at the northwest corner of the deck gives the deck an architectural presence and serves 
as a wayfinding device directing users to the deck's entrance.  As an additional amenity for downtown Roswell, all parking allotted for 
the daytime of fice users would become available to the public at night to alleviate the parking crunch on the Canton St. district.

Pedestrian Connectivity

Fraser Street View

Vehicular Connectivity
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IMPLEMENTATION

ENVIRONMENTAL
We recognize that new storm water requirements, if required, 
may have a functional and aesthetic impact. Rainwater could 
be harvested in water tower tanks and re-used for irrigation. 
We propose all native and low water requirements for all plant 
materials as well as pervious pavements when possible.
In addition, electric car charging stations and bicycle parking 
could be provided within the parking deck to promote sustainable 
transportation.

AMENITY AND GREEN SPACE
While we believe green space is welcomed in urban settings, we feel 
that a large expanse of green space in this setting can compromise 
the charming compactness characteristic of the district. We 
anticipate the nearby City Green will fulfill the need for a large 
civic, open space and encourage pedestrian traf fic vital to the 
district. We propose a variety of outdoor spaces suited to each 
condition; a small, public and highly active space along Alpharetta 
St transitioning through a Gallery/arcade to a less public court 
in the alley and finally to a larger more quiet space serving as the 
focus of the residential building.

  Water Tower

  Arcade

  West Courtyard
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IMPLEMENTATION

Our vision will enhance public perception and the economic viability of historic downtown Roswell by introducing an architecturally 
compatible, thriving development that compliments the many features of its historic setting and infuses the neighborhood with added 
vitality.




